Religious Tolerance - Religious Violence - Medieval Memories
A colloquium in memory of James Powell

Friday September 28, 2012
Syracuse University, Bird Library, 222 Waverly Avenue, Syracuse, NY
Peter Graham Scholarly Commons (First Floor)

Welcome
9:30  Appreciation of Jim Powell by James John (Cornell University) and Edward Peters (University of Pennsylvania)

First Session: Religious Tolerance – Religious Violence
10:00  Ahmed El-Sayed Abdul Meguid (Syracuse University, Department of Religion),
"The Concept of Jihad in the Period of Arab Expansion"
10:30  Jay Rubenstein (University of Tennessee, Knoxville)
"Tolerance for the People of Antichrist: Life on the Frontiers of Twelfth-Century Outremer"
11:00  Short break
11:15  Brian Tierney (Cornell University)
"Tolerance of Usury"
11:45  Response by Samantha Herrick (Syracuse University, Dept. of History), followed by discussion

Lunch Break
12:45-2:00

Second Session: Religious Violence – Religious Tolerance
2:00  Mary S. Skinner (Empire State College, SUNY and former graduate student of Jim Powell)
"Lay Initiative in the Early Peace of God Movement"
2:30  Ken Pennington (Catholic University of America)
"The Law’s Violence against Medieval and Early Modern Jews."
3:00  Response by Albrecht Diem (Syracuse University, Dept. of History), followed by discussion
3:45  Short break

Third Session: Memory and Archives
4:15  Giles Constable (Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton)
"Letter Collections in the Middle Ages"
5:00  Discussion
5:15  William LaMoy (The Syracuse University Library)
"An introduction to the Leopold von Ranke Collection at Syracuse University Library"

Reception
6:00  Wine and cheese closing
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